
Expanding the Financial Toolbox

Creative Capital

More financial tools for arts and cultural organisations

This document provides case stories to illustrate a range of non grant financial 

mechanisms that can be used by creative practitioners and organisations. 

Introduction

Drawn from research into the experiences of arts practitioners, creative organisations, 

commercial lenders, alternative financial providers and voluntary sector financial experts,  

the case studies demonstrate how creative practitioners and organisations can employ 

these mechanisms to raise financial capital, create new income streams and meet strategic  

objectives. The tools profiled include

• Loans
• Underwriting
• Equity
• Quasi-Equity
• Bonds and share issues
• Endowments
• Contract income
• Exchange and barter 

NB please refer to the related glossary for an explanation of these terms

Our purpose is not to promote these particular financial mechanisms or to suggest that 

traditional sources of income are no longer important: philanthropic grants and donations 

will continue to be significant for creative practitioners and organisations, not least 

because they demonstrate the high value individuals, communities and funding bodies 

place on arts and culture. Many of the case stories demonstrate how new ways of raising 

financial capital can be used to make more of philanthropic contributions. Others show 
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how financial capital from philanthropic sources can be used alongside financial capital  

raised by other means to create a more resilient, sustainable financial culture for creative  

practitioners and organisations. 

The goal of this paper is to prompt creative practitioners and organisations and those who 

fund them to think more broadly about the range of financial tools available for securing 

capital and earning income.  We aim to demystify certain financial arrangements and show 

how they can be used to achieve a variety of positive financial outcomes. Many of the case 

stories demonstrate how several methods can be combined to achieve a desired goal. 

Generally organisations need to build their capacity to manage or effectively develop these 

new financial mechanisms. Such capacity building support whether offered by specialist 

providers of finance or bought in by arts and cultural organisations seeking to develop 

relevant initiatives is generally key to success.

The message is that arts and cultural organisations have options when it comes to raising 

financial capital and developing new sources of income. The key is to tailor any financial 

strategy to the mission, culture and long-term financial capital needs of the organisation 

then choose the right method, or combination of methods, to get the job done, at the time 

ensuring that there is the internal capacity to develop and deliver on plans.

Case Stories - Loans

Loans are still the most common form of financing for arts and cultural organisations after 

grants and donations. Certain commercial banks and specialist finance providers (see list 

below) such as Triodos and Charity Bank actively lend to arts and cultural organisations,  

while Venturesome not only lends but also underwrites loans. Some grant making 

foundations, including Esmee Fairbairn and Northern Rock, have also run loan 

programmes.

Loans aren’t a universal solution to the capital needs of creative practitioners and 
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organisaions, however. Research shows that many are reluctant to explore this type of 

financing, especially in today’s turbulent financial climate. Yet, in a sector where many 

don’t have adequate reserves to cushion financial blows or permit strategic investment, 

loan financing can help in a number of ways:

• Providing financial capital to develop large-scale fixed assets, such as buying, 

building or regenerating a performance space.

• Evening out bumps in cashflow caused, for example, by late payment of grants or 

delayed payment on completion of projects.

• Enabling organisations to take advantage of opportunities before fundraising is 

complete, for example buying a particular plot of land when it comes up for sale. 

• Providing capital for developing new sources of revenue, for example recruiting a 

staff member with expertise in membership or business development.

As our case stories show, there are more than one kind of lending and more than one way 

to put borrowed money to use. One notable new player on the finance scene is the 

specialist finance provider. Sometimes called “social lenders” or “social banks”, their 

mission is to provide capital on terms that are favorable to not for profit organisations. A 

specialist finance provider’s loans may incorporate features such as low interest rates, 

flexible terms of repayment and long repayment schedules that mean the lender is 

effectively sharing the financial risk with the organisation. Their strategies can include any  

of the following mechanisms or a combination of several of them: unsecured loans, patient 

capital (loans provided over a long period say 5 to 10 years) repayment holidays, below-

market interest rates, underwriting

Specialist finance providers are giving a new, more honorable meaning to the term 

“creative financing”. They figure prominently in many of the examples in this report, 

demonstrating an ability to tailor lending to suit the precise needs of creative practitioners 

and organisations. Yet the specialist providers we contacted told us that few in the sector 

contact them than do other kinds of not for profit  groups. This suggests that the sector 
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may not yet be taking full advantage of the services specialist finance providers have to 

offer.

Example - Solving a cash-flow problem

An annual theatre festival secures a short-term loan at 6% interest from a specialist finance 

provider with repayments frozen for nine months — until after the festival finishes. The 

loan pays for the production and distribution of the festival brochure and for a marketing 

campaign.

• The festival’s good track record gives the investor the confidence to lend when a 

commercial lender won’t. The funds are recycled in just nine months and can be 

used for other projects within one year.

• The loan eases pressure on the organisation’s tight cash flows and inadequate 

reserves. It also improves the quality and reach of festival publicity, helping to 

achieve a stronger box office return. 

Example - Micro-loans for creative startups

A managed workspace scheme that provides studios for small enterprises set up by artists 

and craftspeople and a small public exhibition area for tenants’ work secures a deal with a  

local micro-loan Community Development Finance Institution (CDFI). The scheme 

provides loans, business advice and technical assistance to incoming tenants to help them 

establish their businesses. To ease cash flow pressure, the workspace also provides an 

initial rent-free period to its tenant artists.

• Working in collaboration with the workspace provider, the lender increases the 

likeliness that the new businesses will succeed — and so repay their loans. 

• Artists and craftspeople benefit from capital and business support at a crucial early 

stage of their businesses. The workspace provider benefits from the reduction in the 

level of failure among the new businesses. It also receives business advice from one 

of the consultants recruited by the CDFI.
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Example - Reducing the need for a fundraising campaign

A cross-arts organisation is offered a building to develop a multi-purpose arts centre, 

including performance and exhibition space as well as a dozen workshops, studios and 

facilities for public hire – all potentially income generating. Initially, it plans a capital  

appeal for charitable donations and gifts to raise the £7.5 million needed to convert, 

refurbish and equip the building, an appeal that it expects will take three years to complete.  

Adopting a different strategy, the organisation instead raises 40% of the financing through 

unsecured loans, one from a charitable foundation (at a rate of 1.5% interest) the other 

from a specialist lender (at 6%). These lenders provide the capital on very patient (long 

term) repayment terms and offer them as subordinate to any commercial loans the 

organisation might secure. The organisation is then able to use their loan offers for 

leverage, securing loans for a further 45% of the total capital from two commercial lenders.  

A single donation from an individual donor rounds out the sums. 

• The investor’s financial commitment helps the organisation secure capital — to the 

tune of more than 100% of their offer — from commercial sources. This way, the 

lenders make an even larger contribution than they would with a capital grant. They 

will also get the funds back for use for other philanthropic purposes in the future.

• The organisation has its building ready for use in 18 months at a lower cost than if 

they had taken the route of a traditional capital appeal. The building begins 

generating income sooner. Routine fundraising programmes and increased 

revenues take care of the surplus. 

Example - Capital for running costs and key staff for a new initiative

A community arts centre leases additional space in a neighbouring property, converts it 

into studio and exhibition space, meeting rooms and a café. It commits about a quarter of 

its reserves to fund the development and secures grants from the district council and two 

foundations. This financing pays for almost all of the building costs. 
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The organisation then turns to a specialist lender to provide the capital to pay for other, 

non asset-based costs: the expense of fitting out the space, the salary of an experienced 

part-time project manager to supervise the building project, cash to subsidize the running 

costs of the expanded centre for the first 9 months. The loan is to be repaid over 6 years, 

the first payment 18 months after the enlarged centre becomes fully operational. The idea 

is to meet payments out of the additional revenue generated by letting the new facilities for 

meetings and corporate events.

• The specialist lender is reassured by the success of the centre in raising almost all of 

the capital funds and in the strength of its business plan. The investment in skilled 

project management and protecting the expanded project against initial losses, 

along with the patient repayment terms, increase the prospects for the project’s 

success and lower the risks faced by all the funders and the centre itself.

• The organisation can afford the patient repayment terms if they achieve their 

business plan targets. Grant funding would have been difficult (and time 

consuming) to obtain. A commercial lender would not have agreed comparable 

terms for the finance, if they had been willing to lend the capital at all.

Case stories - Underwriting

Underwriting is lending with a difference. This form of finance works like the overdraft 

facility on a current account, providing capital on agreed terms if the borrower experiences 

a temporary shortfall. The difference is that specialist finance providers, like Venturesome, 

provide the capital without imposing some of the high rates of interest imposed by the high 

street.

Underwriting acts as a safety net for organisations: they may never need to call on the 

funds, but they are there just in case. The commitment of an underwriter can reassure 

mainstream lenders that their investment will be secure, encouraging them to provide 
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additional finance. 

Example - A social investment fund provides a financial safety net

Becoming an Arts Council England Regularly Funded Organisation (RFO) is regarded by a 

community arts organisation as a real step forward, a recognition of the quality of their 

work, but the change also brings financial challenges. Instead of receiving its grant as a  

large lump sum annually, the organisation receives smaller, quarterly payments that may 

not stretch to cover expenses over the period.  Income from other sources, such as 

contracts and programmes, is significant but can be irregular and is often received only 

when projects are complete. 

Anticipating cash flow shortfalls under the new grant schedule — and with no reserves left  

after a major relocation project — the organisation establishes a financial safety net in the 

form of an underwriting facility with a social investment fund. The flexible arrangement 

allows them to fill cashflow gaps, borrowing up to £30,000 in £5,000 increments if and 

when they need it. 

• The social investment fund supports a change that makes the arts organisation more 

secure in the long run. The lender accepts the organisation may need to call on the 

funds, but doesn’t see that as a failure. Having worked closely with the group, the 

investor is certain it has enough revenue to repay the loan within the agreed 15-

month period. 

• The underwriting arrangement allows the arts organisation to benefit from RFO 

status without running the risk of insolvency due to insufficient cashflow. It enjoys 

increased stability and buys time for further restructuring. It also benefits from the 

expertise of the social investment fund. 

Case Stories - Equity

Raising capital by selling shares — “equity” — in a business is common practice in the 

private sector, and it can provide a way of financing creative organisations depending on 
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their legal status. Charities (the most common model for arts and cultural organisations) 

can’t sell shares, but in some cases they have registered subsidiary companies which are 

generally wholly owned by the charity. Other organisations, notably those working in the 

field of fair trade, have established themselves as ethical companies whose profits are 

reinvested for social ends and whose shares are held by key stakeholders. Such a model 

could work for arts organisations, too. 

Community Interest Companies or CICs are a special type of limited company that uses its 

profits and assets for the public good. Since the government introduced the model in 2005, 

many different kinds of organisations have formed as CICs for different social purposes, 

including arts and cultural organisations. CICs can issue shares with a capped dividend. In 

theory they can raise capital by selling equity in the business and offering investors a 

limited dividend out of profits. 

We don’t have any case stories examples of equity being used yet but aim to soon. Do get in 

touch with us if you know of any and we will write them up. 

Case Stories - Quasi-Equity

Arts and cultural organisations can and often do part fund themselves through selling their 

creative products, programmes and services. However, organisations frequently need 

financial capital to develop new income-generating initiatives based on utilising the 

knowledge and skills of the organisation, its intangible (but often significant) asset base.  

Mainstream lenders are often reluctant to provide “soft development capital” for such 

initiatives. 

Fortunately specialist lenders, some grant making foundations and individual 

philanthropists have recognized the need for a more flexible form of capitalization for this 

kind of project. Revenue sharing, or “quasi-equity”, arrangements give organisations 

access to the capital they need to set up income generating initiatives. In return for 
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investment, the lender receives a return based on the success of the venture. This return 

might be a percentage of sales revenue once all set up costs have been met.

One of the attractive features of the quasi equity arrangements is that the risk of the 

venture is shared with the investor. If the new venture is not successful they may receive 

little or no return. For this reason quasi-equity is considered more appropriate than loan 

finance for helping not for profit organisations finance new income generating initiatives.

Quasi equity can be arranged in many ways, as the case studies demonstrate. The lender’s 

involvement can be fundamentally philanthropic, as in the managed workspace scheme, or 

motivated by commercial gain, as in the partnership between the online retailer and the 

orchestra. The key is that the arrangement serves the strategic purposes of the organisation 

and fits its culture and financial capacity. 

Example - “Angels” invest in an artist’s production

Twelve individual investors put money into the creative output of an artist. In return, each 

of these “angel” investors receives one painting a year and a share of the net sale price of 

every picture the artist sells. 

• The investors enjoy an “angel” relationship with an artist whose work they love – 

plus a limited financial return from her success.

• The artist receives cash flow support without generating financial debt. She also 

develops a highly motivated support group likely to want to assist with marketing 

her work.

Example - Partnership with an online retailer

A partnership between a national orchestra and an online retailer enables the orchestra’s  

website to offer access to a downloadable archive of its own recordings and new releases as 

they are produced. It also offers links to over 50,000 other tracks from 40 mainly classical 
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record labels including tracks from and links to the websites of most other major UK 

orchestras. Subscribers pay £8 monthly for unlimited computer-streamed music, a limited 

number of free downloaded tracks from the orchestra and other special promotions. The 

retailer and the orchestra share the set-up costs: retailer pays 65%, the orchestra 35%.

• The commercial online retailer gains the power of the orchestra’s valuable brand as 

well as their loyal customer and fan base. It sees a steady and committed subscriber 

income flow. 

• The orchestra gains an integrated web service that promotes its own work and 

provides uses with a substantial downloadable supply of music of all kinds. The site 

helps maintain contact with existing supporters and attract new ones – and it 

generates a new, steadily growing income stream.

Example - “Believers” buy into musicians

An organisation runs a revenue sharing scheme for musicians wanting to record an album. 

Fans or “believers” sponsor bands and solo artists by buying a “share” or “part” in their 

future album. Once the musicians raise $50,000 (about £30,000) by selling 5000 parts, 

the organisation arranges a professional recording session. Believers receive an exclusive 

copy of the CD plus a share of any profits from record sales and advertising. 

• Artists have a chance to record their albums, funding them through an existing fan 

base. The organisation helps them set up recording sessions and gives them an 

online platform for promoting their work, monitoring sales and keeping in touch 

with their fans. 

• Supporters have the satisfaction of doing something to help musicians they believe 

in. They feel involved in the success of their beneficiaries and connected to a wider 

community of music lovers through the organisation’s website. 

Case Stories - Bonds and Share Issues

Some of the financial arrangements mentioned in this report are straightforward and 

relatively cheap to set up. Bonds and alternative share issues, by contrast, are complex and 
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can prove expensive. Yet they can be effective ways for arts and cultural organisations to 

raise capital one reason being that they tap into the good will of the wider community. 

Organisations can effectively band together and pool the costs of hiring the technical 

expertise they need to make the schemes work. 

Example - A bond for renovation

Three venue-based arts and cultural organisations in a county town join forces to launch a 

bond that will raise funds to help them all renovate outdated facilities. The bond is secured 

against future box office receipts and pays a modest 3.3% return. The local authority is an 

initial investor, soon joined by the local building society and a high profile local 

philanthropist.

• Investors have an opportunity to make a small, low risk investment in a locally 

celebrated initiative, confident that funds will be returned and retain their value.

• The organisation benefits from an extra source of funds in addition to income from 

donations and gifts. Old friends invest and the initiative attracts many new 

supporters. The collaboration between the venues leads to other collaborations and 

co-promotions. The funds are cheaper to secure than if they had been borrowed 

from a commercial lender.

Example - A bond for a dance company

A dance company establishes a partnership with a specialist bank that provides a bond 

marketed to individual and corporate “friends” of the company: fixed units of savings 

locked in for five years paying 3% interest annually. The bank invests the money in 

commercially viable environmental and social projects and companies. The interest 

payments are made to the dance company as charitable donations, with tax relief. 

• The investor knows their capital is secure and invested in social/environmental 

causes. It generates a return that they can then donate, with tax relief, to an arts  

organisation they are keen to support. 
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• The bond strengthens the dance group’s links with supporters and establishes a 

guaranteed unrestricted income stream, secure for a five-year period. 

Example - A share issue for an arts resource centre

A not for profit property development company is developing a city centre resource centre 

for small arts and cultural organisations, charging rents at no more than 55 % of local  

commercial rates. The company works to exceptional environmental standards in both 

property development and management. A share-based company, its investors are a mix of 

individuals and foundations committed to the environmental objectives and the need for a 

local arts resource centre. The shares have paid a dividend each year of just over 3% and 

their value has increased by 20% over three years. Shareholders can waive dividend 

payments and route them into a special fund to support start-up arts and cultural 

organisations in the building. 10% of the individual investors participate. 

• Investors put their money in a secure property-based product that is likely to 

increase in value. The property development company’s emphasis on a triple bottom 

line (financial, social/artistic and environmental) is attractive and the dividend 

waiver provides an extra philanthropic dimension. 

• The arts and cultural organisations find a home in a high-quality, well-managed, 

low-cost space – and make social and operational links with other organisations.

Case Stories - Endowments

Endowments can help provide financial security for organisations and appeal to the 

philanthropic tastes of some investors, especially those who want a longer-term stake in 

the organisation. (Note that organisations have to raise a significant amount for an 

endowment to return a decent, long-term income stream.) 

Example - An endowment to a regional arts centre

A large, new, multi-purpose regional arts centre is being developed with financing from the 

government, the lottery and some very important corporate and foundation donors. At the 
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same time, the organisation launches an endowment fund aimed at smaller donors 

(individuals, foundations and companies), donors who prefer not to fund buildings and 

donors who like the idea of supporting the long-term development and use of the building. 

The fund will support education projects and commissioned work to be premiered in the 

centre. The local community foundation, rather than the arts centre, manages the fund and 

allocates its monies. 

• The investor has an opportunity to take a stake in the long-term development of the 

centre. Though the investor gets no financial return, he or she knows that their 

contribution will continue to grow in value and generate income that will be of use 

for years to come. 

• The arts centre reaches more donors, secures an income stream, and reduces 

pressure on fundraising staff. It also becomes part of the community foundation’s 

portfolio of restricted funds, thus gaining access to further investor/donors/friends 

in the future. 

Contract income

Arts and cultural organisations often have more bankable resources than they realize.  

Though strapped for cash, they are rich in talent, creativity and the ability to find new ways  

of putting their skills to use in different contexts. As the example demonstrates, contracting 

with the public and private sectors, if done well, can provide a way to establish valuable 

capital streams using resources they already have in hand. The Futurebuilders Fund 

provides specialist financial support to organisations seeking to contract with the public 

sector. 

Example - A theatre company converts talent into income

A theatre company “sells” the time and talents of three actors and a producer to work with 

the human resources team of a large private sector employer who wants to improve the 

communications and presentation skills of some of their senior and middle management 

staff. The firm pays for the first training programme with a straight donation to the theatre.  
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When this is successful, the theatre company persuades the client to extend the 

programme for a three-year period on a properly priced contract. The positive publicity 

surrounding the project prompts enquiries from other public and private sector employers 

and also results in the original company agreeing a three-year sponsorship of the theatre’s 

marketing materials.

• Following the successful pilot, the company secures a valuable addition to its staff 

development and training programme. The move to sponsorship bolsters the firm’s 

reputation and raises its profile as a good corporate citizen. 

• The regular income is a significant asset to a theatre company with traditionally very 

uneven income flows. The enhanced job security for key personnel is also a boost. 

The switch from one-off restricted grant to a properly priced three-year contract 

(the income from which is unrestricted) bumps up the theatre company’s reserves.

Barter and exchange

Arts and culture projects lend themselves to barter and exchange arrangements whereby 

supporters or the artists themselves provide goods and services in exchange for others or a 

share in the profits. In this way good will and belief in a project can be turned into capital  

or its equivalent. 

Example - Artists as investors

The producers of what is anticipated will be a commercially successful film face problems 

raising the funds they need. They come up with a plan to keep the budget low by 

negotiating minimal fees for almost all the cast and crew (and the production company’s 

lawyers!) in return for a share in the profits. In this way, the production costs are fully 

funded, and making the film costs 50% less than normal. The financing arrangement also 

enables the company to take advantage of a preferential tax break. The film generates 

profit from its first commercial showing.

• The cast, crew and other “investors” take a risk when they accept the profit share 

deal, but if the film goes on earning money, they’ll probably earn more than they 
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would if they had been paid up front. The financing method also provides a strong 

incentive for everyone to concentrate his or her talent and efforts on the production 

process.

• The production company is able to complete their film. They enjoy an exceptional 

level of personal commitment from cast and crew during the production process and 

afterwards when it comes to marketing and promotion.

Example - A bartering network

An arts venue establishes a local network of organisations to exchange or barter various 

skills and products. The venue makes exhibition space available in its public areas for 

artists selling or promoting their work. Design, print and merchandising companies 

provide professional services. Local firms offer products to be used in productions. 

Corporate social responsibility organisers from local companies supply employees to 

volunteer at the venue and with the various community organisations with which the venue 

works. All exchanges are cashless. In return participants receive tickets to events and high 

profile advertising in programmes.

• The participating companies secure some additional work and an involvement in a 

local arts centre which excites and motivates staff and secures a positive profile 

within the customer community – at marginal cost.

• The venue obtains in kind support (probably long-term if well managed) for costs 

that are often hard to meet plus a wider and more diverse circle of corporate and 

individual “friends”. 

One caveat: barter and exchange arrangements may be liable for VAT.

www.missionmodelsmoney.org.uk
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